Enhancing the teaching of English through the use of Technology

FOBISIA JAWS

21-22 February 2020

Exploring the different tools available to primary teachers to help engage and improve student outcomes when reading and writing in today’s digital world.
There is no obligation for attendees to present a workshop at this JAWs, but participation would very welcome! Please contact the organisers if you are interested in contributing.

This JAWs will include:
• Practical ways to use technology in the classroom
• High impact and easily implemented strategies
• Networking opportunities and sharing of best practice
• Speed sharing of tips and tricks

Please do not book your air ticket or accommodation until we have confirmed that we have enough participants.

International School @ Parkcity
No1. Jalan Intisari, Desa Parkcity, Kuala Lumpur 52200

200MYR (~US$45)
Register by: 20/1/20
nathan.p@isp.edu.my
jenny.w@isp.edu.my
holly.l@isp.edu.my

21st & 22nd February 2020
8:30am - 2:30pm